
OUTBREAK TOOL KIT 
 2015 National IPAC Conference 

SASKPIC Sept 2015 



PRESENTATION 
OBJECTIVES 

• Describe/Introduce the Alberta Health 
Services Outbreak Preparedness Package 

• Review some interesting SHR Outbreak 
Resources 

• Discuss the potential for a Provincial 
Preparedness Package  



Outbreak Definition 

• An outbreak is the occurrence of more 
cases, or clustering of cases, of a 
particular infection or infectious disease 
than is normally expected, the 
occurrence of an unusual organism, or 
the occurrence of unusual antibiotic 
resistance patterns.  

Presentation Title 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the formal PIDAC definition of an Outbreak….even the definition is complicated!!!!!So we simplified the definition…..



Alternate Definition of 
“Outbreak”  

CHAOS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wouldn’t it be nice if you had something simple to use to help organize and guide the outbreak….



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So when Karen and I attended the IPAC education conference in Victoria, we were very excited when we came across Karen Cargill’s poster presentation.



Central Zone MOH 
  

Outbreak Preparedness  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
She was introducing the Outbreak tool that Alberta Health has provided. It is an Outbreak Preparedness Package that provides a collection of valuable resources including but not limited to OB checklists and signs to Family and visitor information sheets. All accessible in an online package format



Kits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once on the Alberta Health Services website you have the option of accessing OB resources for Acute Care, Child Care, Long Term Care and or Supportive Living and Home Living.Karen and I were of course interested in the Acute Care Package which is what we have illustrated in our presentation.



Acute 
Care Kit 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Acute Care package or “kit”  is broken down into 3 sections. General information for outbreaks, GI Outbreaks and ILI Outbreaks.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This would cover outbreaks such as ARO outbreaks, scabies etc 







Presenter
Presentation Notes
The kits include standard posters



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also include easy to use algorithms



What is Saskatoon working on? 
 



• We would like to have one place to go on our web 
page where you can get the tool kit with 
everything you need. 

OUTBREAK 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With our new interim director, Tim West, we are working on a value stream map. Value stream mapping is a lean-management method for analyzing the current state and designing a future state. This is helping to inform Tim about the Infection Control processes and other departments that are involved We have LOTS of good information and work we’ve done and are continuing to try new things…



  What? How? Why?  

Unit 
Initiated 
Activities 

Don’t Wait – Isolate  Use the correct 
additional precaution  Stop transmission 

  
Complete line lists  
  

Obtain history from client 
and chart  Confirm infection 

Review & compare 
  

Compare the line list 
with the correct 
outbreak P&P  

Confirm outbreak 

Unit or 
Manager 
Initiated 
Activities 

  
Call 
  

Use the IPC Outbreak  
Call List  Discuss next steps  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This tool, we have had this in our repertoire for a couple years now. Jennifer Selkirk pulled this together.  She took TWI training and made “Training Within Industry – Job Instruction” for outbreaks. A call list was developed. It had the phone numbers of the ICP’s for each site to be used Monday to Friday 8-4:30. On evenings and weekends step#1 was to call the “On-call Manager” and Step #2 Leave a message for the appropriate site ICP.Trying to give staff the tools they need when IP&C is not in the building (evenings and weekends, stats)



Daily Huddles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another new thing we are trying and having success with is daily huddles. They take place right on or just outside of the outbreak unit and are 15 minutes or less. - It involves the site manager who leads the discussion, the manager of the unit, HK, F&N, pharmacy, Lab, Therapies, … - This huddle promotes better communication between departments, and better follow-up to action items that come up in discussion. - It also provides support to the unit/manager who can ask for help with certain issues they are having. It allows other departments to bring forward the issues that are unique to their staff that may not have been thought of. - Initially they are daily but then can be scaled back to 2-3 times per week. That way there is less chance of losing momentum over time as well.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another tool we now use is the “Transfer Protocol” form. It was brought to our attention by Jacey Falconer, formerly from RQHR… They developed this form and it is working well. It makes it very clear why the person is on precautions and dates for testing to remember. We had confusion on the units that were taking transfers off the outbreak unit. The information was given verbally but after that was lost at “shift change” as the person goes home at the end of their shift the information is gone. It is used for transfers within the hospital and to other hospitals and LTC facilities…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another new tool we have in our “ tool kit” is the “Enhanced Cleaning Request Form”.Communication is always a problem. People don’t always hear what you thought you were saying. This way when it is written down formally it clears up the confusion and can be referred back to for clarification.The housekeeping assistant manager at SPH brought this form forward. We have modified it for our use. It is also from Alberta…go figure… 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Something else new and exciting… We have been working with PHS on LTC outbreaks. We tend to lead the ARO outbreaks and they lead the GI and Respiratory Outbreaks. They have started to pull together some standard signage! We have “Precautions” signs that are standard across the region but we’ve been wanting to update them. No other standard signage for outbreaks.  These are all draft and could change …but it’s a great start! We see great potential to role these out with LTC first and then adapt them for acute care. 



Standard Work 
 

Suspect Outbreak 
 

Outbreak Declared 
 

Post-Outbreak 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are working on what the standard measures are at the different “stages/phases” of an outbreak. (We now put all contacts to new ARO’s on precautions until they have 2 negatives 1 week apart. This proved very effective in VRE outbreaks earlier this year).Suspect Outbreak:What do we implement before we even call it an outbreak without over-doing it? Will implementing these measures stop an outbreak from starting, or at least shorten it?Who do we contact?Actions:Enhanced Cleaning (2 step cleaning + high touch areas 1X/day and bathrooms with 2 step bleach)Hand Hygiene Audit for a snap shot of what is happening – external auditor preferredInvestigation/Prevalence Screen – is it an outbreakICP: Visual inspection of unit for trouble spots/activitiesOutbreak DeclaredAll departments implement their outbreak protocol i.e. Phlebotomy has a supply cart on the unit that stays there and doesn’t leave the unit. They don’t wheel in their workstations and them take them other units.Actions: HK ---Enhanced Cleaning- 2 step, twice a day (double-double)Bathrooms – 2 step bleach, twice a dayHH Audits 1-3X/week ---blind auditorPerson at entry to unit reminding people/staff to do HH---had some bad experiences but some good ones tooHK--- increase environmental audits (ATP, fluorescent marker)HK --- visually audit the cleaning process of their staffSignage at unit entryLimit (as much as possible) patient movement/transfers unless medically necessary Prevalence Screening 1X/weekDaily HuddlesPatients leaving the unit for tests/procedures are put on precautions while off the unit.Patients being transferred are put on precautions until 2 negatives 1 week apart.Screening---Admissions, Transfers & DischargesAdequate Stock of PPE on the unitPt and family not allowed in the kitchenLimit visitors to 2 at a time…. No children?Positive patients not to be in “common” areas i.e. TV roomPost-Outbreak Measures:????????De-escalation---slowly---We used to call the outbreak over and “WHAM” everything went back to the usual. That is what failed in the first place and caused the outbreak. The following outbreak measures will continue for a minimum of four weeks, at which time they will be reviewed:- Prevalence screening once a week and admission, discharge, and transfer screening for all patients- Isolation of contacts ---NOW IS OUR STANDARD---until confirmed negative with two screens, 7 days apart- Hand hygiene audits 2-3 times per week- Unit kitchen will remain closed to clients and visitors (staff access only)- Housekeeping will continue with increased cleaning and disinfection (2 Step Cleaning two times a day X2 weeks,  then step-down to 2 Step cleaning once a day, with high touch surfaces twice a day) and bathrooms will continue to be   cleaned with bleach - Environmental audits 1-2 times per week 



Challenges 
• Isolation Carts 
• Unit and Senior Leadership support is so 

important!!! MON wouldn’t show up for 
huddles 

• Hand Hygiene 

• Ready to Use wipes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenges:1. Just when you thought you had it figured out….We had the privilege of working with the local fire inspector who told the unit that they could not have the isolation carts in the hallways. After some discussion with him he understood. We had to explain why they were there, why they needed to be there and not inside the room…and that they are easy to move into a room if there were to be a fire and the hallways needed to be cleared. RE: Exemption for Isolation Carts/PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) Stations in healthcare facility hallways The following key points are being provided to allow for the exemption to maintain Isolation Carts/PPE stations in hallways related to fire regulations: Dimensions & Descriptions:Average Isolation Cart:  L33”XW19”XH40”Average hallway width: 93” 2. LEADERSHIP IS SO IMPORTANT!!! It will make or break an outbreak (LOL)  We have some great unit leaders that make outbreaks run so much smoother and some that need some improvements.  We also need buy-in at the senior leadership level to approve the overtime for housekeeping, and support the unit and departments to do what they need to do.3. Hand Hygiene. We copied some of what Regina did in their VRE outbreak in 2013 that they presented on last year at SaskPic! Housekeeping was cleaning their brains out and transmission was still happening. When we swabbed the environment a lot of the positives were where staff hands would touch i.e. the blanket warmer and the clean gown bin!!!!! Of course you are not going to end an outbreak if your clean PPE is contaminated. These environmental swabs did make a difference to gain some “teeth” and buy in to show that hand hygiene was not 100% like the last several audits indicated and it’s not the patients and visitors dirty hands.4. Do you find that the ready to use wipes containers are always open. You cannot clean with a dry wipe.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outbreaks are hard on everyone. I do feel like we are creeping forward and hopefully less and less will feel like the young lady in the cartoon. Hopefully some of these ideas from the conference and some of the new things we have tried will help you smooth out your next outbreak. We need to share our ideas with each other so we aren’t re-inventing the wheel. Maybe this is the opportunity we needed to begin to discuss the potential for a Provincial Preparedness Package and become more standardized across the province.Thank you!



Presentation Name 

• http://www.lovethispic.com/image/34263/im-losing-my-
mind-and-no-one-cares 

• http://www.albertahealthservices.ca/czmoh.asp 
• http://www.cliparthut.com/people-stressed-out-cartoons-

clipart-Oisx53.html 
• http://www.clipartpanda.com/clipart_images/eci-is-a-

quick-growing-55322136 
 

References: 

http://www.lovethispic.com/image/34263/im-losing-my-mind-and-no-one-cares
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